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In practice, though, it is easier to skip the steps and go straight to the "cross-multiplied" form.
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In order to become skilled in mathematics you need to practice! Try a workout of 10 problems. If
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A proportion is a name we give to a statement that two ratios are equal. It can be written in two
ways: two equal fractions,
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sure to check out the Multiplying Fractions Calculator and try .
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Cross Multiply. To cross multiply is to go from this:. Multiplying the top and bottom of a fraction by
the same amount doesn't change its. Like in this example : . Fraction Worksheet Multiplication
Worksheet 1 With Cross-Cancelling. For more examples, be sure to check out the Multiplying
Fractions Calculator and try . May 13, 2017. Proportions Word Problems Worksheet 1. To cross
multiply, take the first fraction's numerator and multiply it by the second fraction's .
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How much do you know about cross multiplication? Test your. Cross Multiplication: Definition &
Examples. Start your free trial to access this entire worksheet. Jan 20, 2017. How to cross
multiply equations including fractions and solve them.. Example: Let us consider the equation:
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